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Abstract: In this work classical and modern control theory methods are applied for rigorous mathematical

analysis and design of different computer architecture circuits such as clock generators, synchro-

nization systems and others. The present work is devoted to the questions of analysis and synthesis

of feedback systems, in which there are controllable delay lines. In the work it is mathematically

strictly shown that RC-chain can be used as a controllable delay line for different problems of

circuit engineering if the chain is sequentially connected with hysteretic relay. This relay is ei-

ther artificially introduced or shows itself as non-ideality of logic elements. The possibility of

phase-locked loop application for time delay control is considered.

1 INTRODUCTION

The work is devoted to the questions of anal-
ysis and synthesis of feedback systems, in which
there are controllable delay lines. First of all
this is a class of controllable clock generators and
clocked circuits, which perform the functions of
summators [Cormen et al., 1990].

In clocked circuits it is necessary that the de-
lay was by the one tact. For this purpose we
need in a special setting of parameters of delay
lines, which will be described in details. The
generators, constructed on logic elements and de-
lay lines, are not high-stable with respect to fre-
quency [Ugrumov, 2000]. Therefore, for their
stabilization and synchronization by phase-locked
loops it is necessary to introduce a controllable
parameter in delay line. A class of such de-
lay lines, the block-scheme of which is shown in
Fig. 1, is considered.

Figure 1: Delay line.

The RC-chains are often used in circuit engi-
neering as delay lines [Ugrumov, 2000]. We as-
sume that the relation between the input u and
the output x is described by the following stan-
dard equation of RC-chain

RC
dx

dt
+ x = u(t), (1)

where R is a resistance, C is a circuit capacitance.
The relation between the input x and the out-

put v is described by the graph of “relay with hys-
teresis”function, which is shown in Fig. 2. Here

Figure 2: Relay with hysteresis.

µ1 and µ2 are certain numbers from the inter-
val (0, 1). The theory and practice of applica-
tion of such relay blocks in feedback systems is
well described in [Popov, 1979; Krasnosel’skii and
Pokrovskii, 1983].
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